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Senior Officer of Vaud, Commander of the Gendarmerie vaudoise.  

«Works» at the Police Center La Blécherette, 1014 Le Mont-sur-Lausanne 

 

Private address: 

 

Maritial status: married 

 

 

 

Jacques ANTENEN 
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 Profile 

Born in 1956. Law studies. Missed twice the examination of the Lawyers licence 

in Geneva. Close to the liberal/radical parti (traditionally the dominating political 

power of Vaud). 

He started his career as an investigating Judge of Vaud, and was appointed 

cantonal investigating Judge in 1997 (boss of all Vaudois investigating Judges). 

The State Council VD promoted him to the position of Commander of the 

Gendarmerie vaudois in 2009, sponsored by his Godfather, the Attorney General 

VD Eric COTTIER and his Godmother, the State Councillor Jacqueline DE 

QUATTRO. 

Fond of football, ANTENEN has been sport Judge of the UEFA, and presently, 

he is Vice-President of the discipline commission of the UEFA. 

ANTENEN has as well already acted as extraordinary federal Prosecutor, 

mandated by the Federal Council. . 

 

 

Some victims of this Magistrate malefactor:  

Gerhard ULRICH (see below)  

Dr. Denis ERNI (www.viplift.org ) 

Andrée and Jean BENOIT (report in the Newspaper 24 Heures of June 10, 2003) 

Skander VOGT (defamation post mortem) 

Affair Attac/Nestlé («Affaire classée», Alec Feuz, Editor d'En Bas, 2009) 

Jakob GUTKNECHT 

 

List of references (observations collected since the year 2000):  

Number of negative references: 16  

Number of positive references:    0 

Tous les liens en rouge ont été 

censurés illégalement par le 

Procureur Yves NICOLET, par une 

procédure secrète. 

 

http://www.viplift.org/
http://www.worldcorruption.info/gutknecht-e.htm
http://www.worldcorruption.info/gutknecht-e.htm
http://www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_nicolet-e.pdf
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APPELL AL PIEVEL 

APPELLO AL POPOLO 

APPEL AU PEUPLE 

AUFRUF ANS VOLK 
 

c/o Gerhard ULRICH. 

Avenue de Lonay 17 

CH-1110 Morges 

 

 

The citizens’ initiative which is defending the interests of the consumers of Justice 

Mister Christoph BLOCHER 

Federal Councillor 

Federal Palace 

3003 Bern 

March, 31, 2007 

 

cc: Mrs. Valentine ZUBLER, 24 Heures, Av. de la Gare 33, 1001 Lausanne 

      Mr. Jürg STÄUBLI, Boulevard Helvétique 36, 1207 Genève 

      To whom it may concern – www.appel-au-peuple.org  

 

The «cyclist» Jacques ANTENEN  

extraordinary federal Prosecutor 
 

Mister Federal Councillor, 

 

To start with, I want to thank you for your gentle reaction to my letter dated 

February 18, 2007. See www.swissjustice.net/fr/affaires/fr101_conus/2007-02-18fribourg.htm 

This has triggered off as many reactions and moves within the judiciary apparatus 

of Fribourg that the reported denials of justice have now in the meantime been 

replaced partially by other denials of justice. See 

www.swissjustice.net/fr/affaires/fr101_conus/2007-02-18freiiburg.htm.  

 

Let’s now have a look at the actual nomination of the first investigating Judge of 

Vaud, Jacques ANTENEN to the position of extraordinary federal Prosecutor. 

24 Heures has reported that the Federal Council did select this «fin limier» 

(sleuth) for investigating an affair concerning a collaborator of the Federal 

Judiciary Police (html). 

 

A sleuth? Late Pierre ARNOLD would hardly agree. In his book «Quand triomphe 

l’injustice» (Scanwell Editions 2004, page 173) he did administer the proof that 

ANTENEN Jacques had produced 159 charges in the affaire of  Jürg STÄUBLI, 

taking 7 years of investigation, which did cost millions of Francs to the tax payer. 

In the first instance, just 14 charges have been retained. It is thus demonstrated 

that ANTENEN had produced at least 90 % of waste. After the passing through 

the 2nd and 3rd instance, other charges were deleted. Pierre ARNOLD (former 
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boss of Migros) declared publicly his view that the youngster ANTENEN did let 

himself manipulate in that affair for losing himself in this judiciary debacle. 

Subsequently, the judiciary apparatus could not handle the case otherwise than 

by pronouncing a condemnation for not losing face.  

 

ANTENEN Jacques does not possess a Lawyers’ licence. In spite of this lack, the 

Vaudois cantonal court did lift him to his well payed function. One knew very 

well, what one expected from the man in that decision: an absolutely reliable 

Officer. Grateful, ANTENEN Jacques duly satisfied these expectations. 6 years 

ago, the author of this letter lodged a complaint for abuse of authority against 2 

cantonal judges, since they had deprived the plaintiff from his personal affairs 

after he had been brutally expelled from his own house.  ANTENEN miss formed 

the truth for covering the charged magistrates, using lies. See: 
www.swissjustice.net/fr/affaires/vd100_ulrich/petition_grand_conseil/2007-02-07grandconseil.htm  

 

ANTENEN figures on or reference list www.swissjustice.net/references with 12 

negative references, and the attributes «Denial of justice, forger, receiver, 

perjury, abuse of power – Covers his fellow Magistrates», as well as the 

annotations: «No party membership, but close to the liberals – Missed twice the 

examination of the Lawyers’ licence in Geneva – Sport Judge for the 'UEFA – 

Report in the 24 Heures of June 10, 2003 (concerning the spouses Benoit)». 

 

Mister Federal Councillor, of all that you will understand that you did make the 

absolutely right choice, since you can rely on ANTENEN Jacques in all 

circumstances. He will proceed with the investigations exactly according to your 

expectations, since ANTENEN Jacques is a «cyclist»: he bends his back against 

the top and is kicking downwards. What does it matter if honest citizens are 

spoiled? It goes without saying that it is of paramount importance that the Federal 

Council is practicing without any failing the separation of powers (for this reason 

ANTENEN was appointed extraordinary federal Prosecutor), in order that 

individuals like ANTENEN may perform their dirty job for the wellbeing of the 

Nomenclature.   

 

However, you shall notice one thing: There exists only one morality. The 

Magistrates who are covered by the politicians after having cheated will always 

impose as good opportunists their personal interest, and certainly not that one of 

the citizens. O tempora o mores! 

 

Sincerely yours  

 

 

Gerhard Ulrich 
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Probably, ANTENEN is just a pawn. In view of his missed Lawyers’ 

examinations (his weak point), he has been placed by the Freemasonry to the 

position as a Commander of the Gendarmerie vaudoise, as a docile, easy to 

handle henchman for the Nomenklatura. 

 
 

 

 

02.11.16/GU 
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